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Imbalance-induced vibration of rotating machineries is an impor-
tant factor limiting the performance and fatigue life of a rotor
system. Particularly, the severe resonant vibration of a rotor when
it passes through its critical speeds could damage the rotor sys-
tem. To avoid this peak vibration, this paper presents an active
balancing method to offset the imbalance of the rotor system dur-
ing acceleration by using an electromagnetic balancer. In this
method, ‘‘instantaneous’’ influence coefficients at different speeds
are obtained and stored in a look-up table. Then, a gain schedul-
ing strategy is adopted to suppress the imbalance-induced vibra-
tion during acceleration based on the ‘‘instantaneous’’ influence
coefficient table. A comprehensive testbed is built to validate
this scheme, and the validation results are presented.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1651533#

1 Introduction
Rotating machinery is commonly used in industries. Imbalance-

induced vibration is an important factor limiting the performance
and fatigue life of the rotating system. Many balancing procedures
have been developed to suppress this imbalance-induced vibra-
tion. Among all these methods, off-line balancing methods@8# are
widely adopted in practice. However, off-line balancing methods
cannot be used if the distribution of imbalance and/or the effective
imbalance change during operation. For example, in high speed
machining, tool changes frequently happen during the operation
of the machine. Different toolholder has different imbalance dis-
tribution. In order to overcome this limitation of off-line balanc-
ing, some researchers@3,4,6,7,10# tried to actively balance the
rotating systems during operation using mass redistribution de-
vices. All these methods require that the rotating speed of the rotor
is constant. In some other cases, the balancing needs to be com-
pleted during speed-varying transient time in order to save time
and get better performance. For example, in high-speed machin-
ing, the machining tool will be engaged in cutting as soon as the
spindle reaches steady state speed. If an active balancing scheme
is used on this machine, the balancing has to be done during the
acceleration period to avoid increasing the cutting cycle time. Fur-
thermore, the maximum vibration of a rotor usually occurs when
it passes through its critical speeds. To avoid this hostile peak
vibration, balancing during acceleration is needed.

Some technical challenges are associated with active balancing
during acceleration. First, in the constant rotating speed case the
imbalance-induced vibration only contains a single frequency~the
rotating speed!. Hence, a simple rotor model@2# can be used to
develop the active balancing algorithm. However, in the accelera-
tion case the overall dynamics of the rotor are excited. It can be
shown that under certain conditions, the speed-varying transient
response of a rotor system is quite different from the constant
speed response@9,11#. A more comprehensive rotor model needs
to be developed to depict the rotor system. Second, it is well
known that the responses of rotor systems to imbalance are dif-
ferent at different rotating speeds. To successfully balance the
rotor during speed transient period, we need a quick response
actuator to catch up with the rotating speed change.

In this paper, an active balancing scheme that can balance the
rotor-bearing system during acceleration period is presented. The
actuator used in this research is a new type of mass redistribution
device@1#. The mass redistribution of this balancer can be finished
in fractions of a second. To describe the overall dynamics of the
rotor system during acceleration period, influence coefficients at
different speeds are obtained and stored in a look-up table. Then,
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a gain scheduling strategy is used to suppress the imbalance-
induced vibration during acceleration based on the influence co-
efficient table.

This paper consists of four sections. In Section 2, an algorithms
used in active balancing scheme is introduced. In Section 3, the
experimental validation procedure and the results are presented.
Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2 The Active Balancing Algorithm
The influence coefficient method is a powerful off-line balanc-

ing method. The general formulation of the influence coefficient
method is

v5v01Cw. (1)

In Eq. ~1!, v, also called residue vibration, is anm by 1 complex
vector representing the rotor synchronous vibration~both magni-
tude and phase! measured atm locations. Synchronous vibration is
the vibration with the frequency of the rotor rotating speed.v0 ,
also anm by 1 complex vector, represents the rotor synchronous
vibration at them sensor locations caused by the system inherent
imbalance.w is a n by 1 complex vector representing the imbal-
ances~both magnitude and location! provided by balancers atn
locations.C is anm by n complex matrix whose elements are the
influence coefficients relating the imbalances provided by balanc-
ers and the rotor synchronous vibration response. The influence
coefficient is a function of the sensor/balancer position and the
rotating speed. The assumptions behind Eq.~1! are that the rotor
synchronous response is proportional to the imbalance and that
the effect of individual imbalances can be superimposed to give
the effect of a set of imbalances. These two assumptions have
been generally accepted if the imbalances, and hence the
imbalance-induced vibration, are not very large.

The estimation ofC can be obtained by trial runs. First, the
imbalance of the balancer is set asw1 and the corresponding vi-
bration is measured asv1 . Then, the imbalance of the balancer is
set asw2 , which is different fromw1 , and the corresponding
vibration isv2 . The influence coefficient is estimated as

Ci j 5
v1

i 2v2
i

w1
j 2w2

j (2)

whereCi j is the (i , j )th element ofC matrix, vi is the vibration at
the i th measurement location, andwj is the imbalance provided by
the j th balancer.

To minimize the residue vibrationv, we have the control law

w52~CTC!21CTv0 . (3)

w is the least squares solution ofv01Cw50. In the control law
Eq. ~3!, the influence coefficient matrix is obtained through ex-
perimental trial runs. Ideally, this control law only needs one
movement if the pre-estimated influence coefficients are perfect
and the vibration measurement is accurate. In practice, however,
we need several control iterations to minimize the imbalance-
induced vibration. For thekth iteration, we have

v05vk2Cwk . (4)

Considering Eqs.~3! and ~4! yields

wk115wk2~CTC!21CTvk . (5)

This control law only works at constant rotating speed because the
influence coefficients change with the rotating speed.

For the acceleration case, ‘‘instantaneous’’ influence coeffi-
cients can be used to extend this control law. It is known that the
imbalance response of a rotor system without gyroscopic effects
consists of three parts: a small transient vibration due to sudden
acceleration, the synchronous vibration with the frequency of in-
stantaneous rotating speed, and a suddenly occurring transient vi-

bration@9#. If we neglect the non-synchronous transient vibration,
the synchronous response for a general rotor system during accel-
eration can be obtained based on Eq.~22! in @9#

v~ t !5w(
k51

N

uk@ei ~at2/21rk~ t !!Msk~ t !#1v0~ t !, (6)

wherev(t) is a complex number that represents the overall syn-
chronous vibration of rotor. It consists of two terms:~1! v0(t) is
the synchronous vibration caused only by the system inherent im-
balance, and~2! the synchronous vibration caused by the balancer,
whereN is the number of significant vibration modes,w is the
imbalance provided by the balancer in the balancer’s coordinate
system,w•uk is a complex number that represents the imbalance
provided by the balancer in thekth mode.a is the rotor accelera-
tion. Msk and rk are defined as the magnitude and phase of the
synchronous vibration in thekth mode when the imbalance pro-
vided by the balancer is one unit, respectively. Please noteMsk
andrk are only related with the dynamic parameters of the rotor
system, not with the imbalance. If ‘‘instantaneous’’ influence co-
efficient is defined as

C8~ t !5(
k51

N

uk@ei @at2/21rk~ t !#Msk~ t !#, (7)

then we have

v~ t !5w"C8~ t !1v0~ t !. (8)

The ‘‘instantaneous’’ influence coefficient at different speeds
can be obtained by only two acceleration trial runs. First, the rotor
system can be accelerated from 0 rpm to working speed with the
imbalance provided by the balancer asw1 . The vibration signal
during the acceleration is recorded asv1(t). Then, we can change
the balancer’s position and let it provide imbalance asw2 . The
system can be accelerated again and the vibration signal is re-
corded asv2(t). Finally, the ‘‘instantaneous’’ influence coefficient
at the interested speed~or time! can be obtained by

C8 i j ~ t !5
v1

i ~ t !2v2
i ~ t !

w1
j 2w2

j (9)

Equation 9 is similar to Eq. 2 except that the instantaneous
influence coefficient is time-varying. Based on the concept of the
‘‘instantaneous’’ influence coefficient, the influence coefficient
balancing method can be extended to speed varying case. A dia-
gram of this extension is shown in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1, vk is the rotor vibrations at the sensor positions,V is
the current rotating speed, andC is the influence coefficient cor-
responding to current speed.C is picked from a predefined table
that is obtained by experimental trial runs. If there is no exact
match of V in the table, a linear interpolation can be used as
follows.

Fig. 1 Diagram of active balancing based on influence coeffi-
cient table
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Ci j 5Ck
i j 1

V2Vk

Vk112Vk
~Ck11

i j 2Ck
i j ! (10)

whereVk<V,Vk11 and the superscripti, j is the matrix element
index. The rationale for the element-wise interpolation of the in-
fluence coefficient matrix is that the (i , j )th element ofC is
roughly the magnitude and phase of the transfer function between
the j th imbalance and the response at thei th sensor position
evaluated at the given rotational speed. For a mechanical system,
the transfer function should be smooth and, if the speed interval
betweenVk11 andVk is small, the linear interpolation is a good
approximation.

The control law used in Fig. 1 is related to the control law used
by Knospe, et al.@5#. In their imbalance control scheme, the ac-
tuator is the magnetic bearing. Because the imbalance produces a
rotating centrifugal force, a synchronous rotating force can be
generated at the magnetic bearings to offset the centrifugal force.
The magnitude and phase of the controlled synchronous force is
decided based on the influence coefficient model of the rotor.
Therefore, their control law is also an extension of the influence
coefficient balancing method.

To successfully implement this active balancing scheme, two
problems need to be addressed. First is the stability issue caused
by the delay in the movement of the balancer. Assume we pick up
an influence coefficient at stepk, and the time of finishing the
control iteration is at time stepk11. The difference between these
two time steps is the delay caused by the algorithm and the bal-
ancer movement. Since the control law is implemented based on
Ck , the calculated imbalance atk11 should be wk115wk

2(Ck
TCk)

21Ck
Tvk . Therefore, the vibration atk11 is

vk115Ck11wk111v05Ck11~wk2~Ck
TCk!

21Ck
Tvk!1v0 .

(11)

Noticing vk5Ckwk1v0 and substituting it into Eq.~11!, we get
vk115Ck11(wk2(Ck

TCk)
21Ck

T(Ckwk1v0))1v0 . Since
(Ck

TCk)
21Ck

TCkwk5wk , hence, we have

vk115~ I2Ck11~Ck
TCk!

21Ck
T!v0 (12)

To ensure efficient imbalance reduction, we needivk11i,iv0i ,
which means a sufficient condition for stability is

s̄~ I2Ck11~Ck
TCk!

21Ck
T!,1, (13)

where s̄(•) denotes the maximum singular value. The intuitive
understanding can be obtained by considering the simplest one
dimension case. In that case, the criterion tells that if the signs of
Ck11 andCk keep the same, the active balancing scheme will be
effective. In this analysis, the uncertainty in the influence coeffi-
cient estimation is not considered. In practice, multiple trial runs
and averaging can ensure the accuracy of the estimation. In most
cases, we can neglect the difference between the true influence
coefficients and the values in the look-up table.

The second problem needs to be addressed is the effect of the
system damping. A very small system damping~the damping co-
efficient is less than 0.05 in our experience! could cause two prob-
lems in the active balancing:~i! significant nonsynchronous tran-
sient vibration will happen during acceleration period under small
damping condition. The transient vibration will cause significant
difficulties in the calculation of the synchronous vibration compo-
nent, particularly when its frequency is close to the synchronous
frequency. However, the synchronous vibration calculation is
critical in both the influence coefficient estimation and the real-
time implementation of the control law. Significant transient vi-
bration will degrade the performance of influence coefficient
method.~ii ! the movement of the balancer could cause an undes-
ired transient vibration under small damping condition. To deal
with this problem, the balancing action should be avoided when
the rotating speed is close to the critical speeds. The balancing
region can be decided through experiments based on the engineer-
ing requirement on the tolerable transient vibration.

In general, small damping has a detrimental impact on the per-
formance of the proposed active balancing method. Fortunately,
for many machining tools, particularly for the belt-driven machin-
ing tools, the system damping is not small (z.0.05). The impact
of the transient vibration can be ignored. Based on this active
balancing scheme, a hardware setup is built and experimental vali-
dation is conducted.

3 Experimental Validation

3.1 Introduction of the Electromagnetic Balancer. An
electromagnetic balancer is used in this research. The working
principle of this mass-redistribution balancer is shown in Fig. 2.

The balancer consists of two rings as shown in Fig. 2~a!. These
two rings are not balanced and can be viewed as two heavy spots
as shown in Fig. 2~b!. After mounted on the spindle or toolholder,
the balancer can rotate with the rotor. These two rings are held in
place by permanent magnetic forces. When the balancer is acti-
vated, an electric current passes through the coil as shown in Fig.
2~c!, the rings can be moved with respect to the spindle by the
electromagnetic force. There are two individual coils in one pack-
age. Hence, the two rings can be moved individually. The combi-
nation of these two heavy spots is equivalent to a single heavy
spot as shown in Fig. 2~b!. Moreover, two magnetic hall sensors
are mounted on the two coils. Using these two sensors, we can
detect the relative locations of these two rings with respect to the
reference position. In this way, we can have feedbacks of the
locations of the heavy spots.

3.2 The Experimental Setup. An experimental testbed was
built on a Fadal~HS88! vertical machining center. A diagram and
a photo of the testbed are shown in Fig. 3.

There are four types of sensor in the system:~1! An encoder
disk mounted on the balancer and a transmissive optical sensor

Fig. 2 The electromagnetic active balancer. „a… a photo of the electromagnetic balancer „b… a diagram of balancer’s working
principle „c… a diagram shows a balancer mounting on a toolholder and the coils that supplies powers for the balancer movement.
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can generate 30 evenly distributed pulses per revolution. These
pulses are used as the reference for the position and speed mea-
surements.~2! A reflective optical sensor and a reflective tape
attached on the spindle can generate one pulse per revolution. The
rising edge of this pulse is used as the reference zero position. The
positions of the rings of the balancer and the phase of the vibra-
tion are all with respect to this reference.~3! Two magnetic hall
sensors detect the positions of the two rings of the balancer.~4!
Rotor vibration is measured by accelerometer. This signal is an
analog signal. It is sampled and converted into digital signal by an
analog-to-digital converter. One point needs to be noticed is that
the sampling of the vibration signal is triggered by the encoder
signal. Therefore, the vibration signal is sampled at even spindle
angle increments, instead of even time increments. The advantage
of this sampling strategy is that the synchronous vibration can be
easily estimated from this angle-based sampling signal. These sig-
nals are illustrated in Fig. 4.

3.3 Experimental Validation Results. To implement the
active balancing scheme, an influence coefficient table needs to be
obtained by trial runs. Define the imbalance provided by one bal-
ancer ring as one unit. Therefore, the maximum imbalance pro-
vided by the balancer is two units. The influence coefficient as a
function of speed for the Fadal vertical machine center is shown
in Fig. 5. The influence coefficients are obtained under the accel-
eration around 1,000 rpm/s. For this particular machine, the im-
pact of different accelerations on the ‘‘instantaneous’’ influence
coefficient is negligible.

The influence coefficients depict the transfer function of the
rotor system from the excitation at the balancer position to the
vibration at the sensor position. Clearly, the system can be viewed
as a second-order dynamic system when the rotating speed is be-
low 11,000 rpm. The resonant peak of the system occurs between
7,500;8,500 rpm.

The comparison between the system vibration with and without
active balancing is shown in Fig. 6. Figure 6~a!;~d! show the

active balancing performance under fast acceleration condition.
The acceleration rate is from 4,000 rpm to 10,000 rpm in 2 s.
Figure 6~a! illustrates the synchronous vibration without active
balancing. The speed profile is also shown in the figure. Figure
6~b! illustrates the synchronous vibration during fast acceleration
with active balancing. It can be seen that the synchronous vibra-
tion is suppressed significantly. Figures 6~c! and 6~d! show the
control action during the active balancing. Figure 6~c! illustrates
the angular location of the rings of the balancer with respect to the
reference location~the position of the reflective tape!. Initially, the
two rings are separated by 180 degree so that the balancer is
self-balanced, which means no imbalance is provided by the bal-
ancer. Active balancing is activated by the magnitude of the syn-
chronous vibration. If the magnitude is larger than 0.05 g, the
active balancing scheme is activated. Furthermore, to avoid the
impact of the movement of the balancer, the active balancing is
deactivated when the rotating speed is between 7,500 rpm and
8,500 rpm. From Fig. 6~c!, the balancer is activated several times
during the whole acceleration period. Figure 6~d! illustrates the
control actions in a polar coordinate system. The magnitude and
the phase of the overall imbalance provided by the two rings are
illustrated. There are two significant jumps in the whole control
action.

Figures 6~e!;~g! illustrate the active balancing performance
under slow acceleration condition. A slow acceleration from 4,000
rpm to 10,000 rpm within 10 s is used. The imbalance-induced
vibration is also suppressed significantly during the acceleration

Fig. 3 The basic structure of the active balancing testbed

Fig. 4 The signal diagram of the active balancing experiment
Fig. 5 The influence coefficients of fadal machine center at
various speeds
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period. Since the balancer has enough time to respond to the sys-
tem vibration during slow acceleration period, the hostile vibra-
tion at the resonant peak is almost eliminated completely. This
observation has significant engineering implications. During the
startup of turbomachineries used in chemical or energy industries,
the acceleration is often very slow. The most difficult task during
the startup is to pass the critical speeds. The experimental results
demonstrated indicate that active balancing during acceleration
period can be used to eliminate the hostile peak vibrations during
the start-up period. Hence, this technology can find extremely
wide applications in practice.

4. Conclusions
This paper addresses the problem of active balancing during

acceleration period. This problem is dealt by a gain scheduling
strategy. The experimental validation shows the effectiveness of
this strategy. This technology can be used widely in high speed
machining tools, turbomachineries, etc.. There are still several
open issues in this scheme. In this article, we studied the stability
issue caused by the delay of the balancer movement. However, the
stability will also be affected by the estimation error of the instan-
taneous influence coefficients and the synchronous vibration. In
practice, the instantaneous influence coefficients can be estimated
through the average of multiple trial runs to reduce the estimation
error. However, the estimation of the synchronous vibration is a
complicated issue. When the rotating speed hits the natural fre-
quency, the transient vibration cannot be neglected if the damping
of the rotor system is small. This might cause difficulties in the
application of this strategy. Another issue is the optimal placement
of the sensors and balancers. It is well-known that the location of
the balancer will affect the magnitude of the influence coeffi-
cients. How to layout the sensors and the balancers to achieve the

best control performance is an important engineering problem.
These issues are currently under investigation. The results will be
reported in the near future.
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